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 TABLE 2. Reference table for directional effects to PKR Effects “Level 7”    
         

      Reference to learning  
Symbol  Learning outcomes (direction of studies) outcomes for the area of  

      social sciences  
       

  In terms of knowledge, the student:    
   knows and understands the concepts of selected sub-disciplines of sociology, P7S_WG-01.1  

K_W01  various theoretical and methodological positions present in modern sociology, P7S_WG-01.2A  
   is critical of them  P7S_WK-02.1  
     

K_W02  has in-depth knowledge of the assumptions and assertions of selected classical P7S_WG-01.1  

   and modern sociological theories P7S_WG-01.2A  
     

K_W03  has in-depth knowledge of the processes underlying the stability and social P7S_WG-01.1  

   change, and is reflective and critical in their interpretation P7S_WK-02.1  
      

   has in-depth knowledge about the structures and rules of functioning of P7S_WG-01.1  

K_W04  selected institutions and social organizations and their mutual relations (eg P7S_WK-02.2  
   economic, cultural, political, religious) P7S_WK-02.3  
      

K_W05 
 is reflective and critical towards the problem of social diversity and social P7S_WG-01.1  
 inequalities     

       
      

K_W06 
 has in-depth knowledge of the types of social ties and the regularities that P7S_WG-01.1  
 govern them     

       
        

   
has in-depth knowledge of selected methods and techniques of social research, 

P7S_WG-01.1  

K_W07  P7S_WG-01.2A  
 their specificity, limitations and areas of application  

   
P7S_WK-02.1 

 

       

   knows how to plan and implement complex quantitative and qualitative 
P7S_WG-01.1 

 
K_W08  empirical research; is aware of the consequences of the methodological choices  

   and knows how to interpret the results obtained P7S_WG-01.2A  
      
       

K_W09 
 has in-depth knowledge of the ethical principles and norms in the profession of 

P7S_WK-02.2 
 

 sociologist and the principles of respect for intellectual property  
      
       

  In terms of skills, the student:    
K_U01  can make a critical analysis of social phenomena and processes P7S_UW-03.1  

        

   
can use theoretical categories and research methods to get to know, describe 

P7S_UW-03.1  

K_U02  P7S_UW-03.2P  
 and analyze social changes taking place in contemporary societies  

   
P7S_UK-04.2 

 

       

  is able to plan and implement social research using advanced quantitative and  
K_U03  qualitative methods and techniques of sociological research, also using modern P7S_UW-03.1 

  analytical tools  
    

K_U04 
 can formulate and test hypotheses related to the research problems being 

P7S_UW-03.3A  undertaken    
    

  can independently prepare appropriate written works or public presentations P7S_UK-04.3 
K_U05  concerning both theoretical and empirical issues with their arguments (in Polish P7S_UK-04.2 

  or foreign languages) P7S_UK-04.1 
    

   P7S_UW-03.1 

K_U06 
 can, based on the possessed knowledge and analytical skills, formulate an in- P7S_UW-03.2P 
 depth assessment of the actions taken to solve specific social problems P7S_UK-04.3   

   P7S_UK-04.1 
    

K_U07 
 

can initiate, plan, organize and manage the work of a small task force 
P7S_UO-05.1 

 P7S_UO-05.2    
    

K_U08 
 can independently determine the directions of her/his own development and 

P7S_UU-06  training    
    



 In terms of social competences the student is ready to:  

K_K01 
 is ready to critically evaluate information from various sources regarding the 

P7S_KK-07.1  analyzed social phenomena    
    

K_K02 
 is opened to various theoretical and methodological perspectives on social P7S_KO-08.1 
 phenomena P7S_KK-07.2   

    

  is prepared to initiate and actively participate in the implementation of social P7S_KO-08.3 
K_K03  projects resulting from the need to solve social problems, and in case of P7S_KO-08.2 

  difficulties, ask and get the help of experts P7S_KO-08.1 
    

   P7S_KO-08.3 

K_K04 
 is ready to indicate new fields of activity and use the acquired knowledge both P7S_KO-08.2 
 in the implementation of profit and non-profit projects P7S_KO-08.1   

   P7S_KK-07.2 
    

  is ready to resolve professional dilemmas and make decisions regarding the  

K_K05  profession of a sociologist and anticipate the effects of social projects P7S_KR-09 
  implementation  
    

K_K06  takes responsibility for designed and performed tasks P7S_KR-09 
 


